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ABSTRACT Robotics research and education have gained significant attention in recent years due
to increased development and commercial deployment of industrial and service robots. A majority of
researchers working on robot grasping and object manipulation tend to utilize commercially available robot-
manipulators equipped with various end effectors for experimental studies. However, commercially available
robotic grippers are often expensive and are not easy to modify for specific purposes. To extend the choice
of robotic end effectors freely available to researchers and educators, we present an open-source low-
cost three-finger robotic gripper platform for research and educational purposes. The 3-D design model
of the gripper is presented and manufactured with a minimal number of 3-D-printed components and an
off-the-shelf servo actuator. An underactuated finger and gear train mechanism, with an overall
gripper assembly design, are described in detail, followed by illustrations and a discussion of the gripper
grasping performance and possible gripper platform modifications. The presented open-source gripper
platform computer-aided design model is released for downloading on the authors research lab website
(www.alaris.kz) and can be utilized by robotics researchers and educators as a design platform to build
their own robotic end effector solutions for research and educational purposes.

INDEX TERMS Open-source robotic gripper, gear train mechanism, 3D printing, underactuation, adaptive
grasping.

I. INTRODUCTION
The 3D printing has been widely recognised as a valuable and
efficient technology for low-cost manufacturing of custom
research and educational equipment. Due to the ability to
manufacture various 3D object designs from CAD models
in relatively short time with minimum cost and
efforts, [1]–[3]. Using 3D-printed prototypes, researchers
and educators can benefit from lower expenditures, easier
equipment maintenance and repair, better availability of
spare parts, higher relevance and flexibility of adaptation to
research needs and education curriculum [4].

Among vast robotics research directions, academic
research on robotic grasping and object manipulation have
gained significant attention in recent years due to the
increased development and commercial deployment of
industrial and service robots [5]–[8]. However,

majority of researchers working in this direction do
not have mechanical engineering background and, hence,
tend to utilize commercially available robot-manipulators
equipped with various end effectors for experimental studies.
Anthropomorphic robotic hands are widely used for research
related to human like grasping and object manipulation
where reproducing the human hand functionality is
required [8]–[12]. On the other hand, three-finger grippers
with relatively simple designs are sufficient to conduct
research activity and educational process on manipulation
of objects in industrial and service applications [6], [13].
Examples of such gripper designs are a three-finger
concentric gripper [14] designed for relatively high payload
industrial applications, a reconfigurable gripper [15]
with convex shape thin fingers designed for picking and
placing round objects, and an adaptive three-finger robot
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gripper [16] for use in unstructured industrial applications.
A lot of end effector designs utilize individual actuation of
each joint of the fingers with small high precision DC servo-
motors [17], [18]. This ensures a high number of controllable
degrees of freedom (DOF) suitable for grasping of complex
shape objects. However, the presence of multiple actuators
in each finger mechanism results in high cost and control
complexity of a gripper.

In general, many of the commercially available robotic
end effectors do not accommodate extensive customisation
of the design features for attachment to different robotic arm
platforms or integration of additional sensors for research and
educational purposes [19]. Moreover, very high purchase and
maintenance costs of the commercial robotic end effectors
prevent their purchase by academic institutions, especially in
developing countries. In this respect, the 3D printing rapid
prototyping technology offers the way to produce low-cost
robotic end effectors [12], [19], [20] that can be used in
research and education [21]. This is facilitated by providing
open-source computer-aided design (CAD) models of the
end effectors that can be straightforwardly prototyped
using a low-cost desktop 3D printer and assembled with
off-the-shelf components. For instance, a 3D-printed
open-source tendon driven hand is proposed in [19] aiming
to provide a basic robotic platform with minimal number
of 3D-printed components and off-the-shelf actuator for
facilitating robotic research efforts. In fact, open-source
developmental methods already provide alternative to
expensive and proprietary software packages, and gradually
spread to other areas such as engineering research and
education [3].

To extend the choice of robotic end effectors freely
available to researchers, in this paper the authors utilize
a linkage based finger design and propose a low-cost
open-source 3D-printed underactuated three-finger robotic
gripper platform with a simple design and relatively higher
payload property comparing to similar size tendon driven
mechanisms [22]. The proposed design of the gripper
platform can be easily customized and extended for use in
various research and educational projects. The 3D model of
the gripper has been created using SolidWorks CAD software
and is available for downloading from the authors’ research
lab web-site (www.alaris.kz).

The organization of the paper is as follows. Section II
describes the design and prototype assembly of the
three-finger robotic gripper including underactuated finger
and gear train design and analysis. The grasping performance
of the gripper prototype is presented in Section III, which is
followed by the discussion on possible design modifications
and conclusion in Sections IV and V, respectively.

II. DESIGN OF A 3D-PRINTED THREE FINGER GRIPPER
A. FINGER DESIGN
As previously discussed, low cost is one of the principal
design requirements for the developed robotic gripper.

To fulfill this requirement, the authors have maximized the
usage of off-the-shelf components as well as making most of
the gripper structure suitable for prototyping on a low-cost
3D printer.

In addition, the low cost design requirement also imposes
a hard constraint on minimizing the number of actuators
and control electronics, that would, in turn, lead to reducing
of the end effector size and mass. This can be achieved
by coupling the motion of numerous joints, leading to the
design with fewer actuators than degrees of freedom. Such
robotic end effectors, i.e. robotic hands or grippers, termed
underactuated , have shown significant advantages in
grasping applications due to the passive flexibility and
adaptability between degrees of freedom. This is largely
attributed to the relatively simple design of the finger
mechanisms comparing with fully actuated dexterous
artificial fingers [24]. At the same time, an underactuated
finger design should ensure close wrapping of different shape
objects due to its adaptive grasping capability with one
DOF actuation.

A number of the underactuated designs utilize
pulley/tendon driven mechanisms for wide range of robotics
systems [25]. They have many advantages such as low
weight, less number of actuators and high degree of
adaptability. Among disadvantages are limitations in load
carrying capacity and low wear resistance, especially often
appearing in 3D-printed prototypes. Therefore, as an
alternative, mechanical linkage systems have been
utilized for different designs of underactuated artificial
fingers [16], [26].

FIGURE 1. Closing sequence of a 2-DOF underactuated finger [23].

In this work, the authors adopted the underactuated gripper
finger design presented in [23] and [27]. The design utilizes
a simple mechanical linkage system which is the one of
the main design objectives for the proposed open-source
gripper. Consider a 2-DOF and one degree-of-actuation
finger mechanism shown in Fig.1. A passive element,
i.e. a spring, between the first and second phalanges is used
for providing actuation of the second DOF of the finger [23].
The closing sequence of the underactuated finger is described
as follows. Firstly, the finger moves as a rigid body from its
initial position since no external force is acting on it. When
the first phalanx of the finger is in contact with an object,
the second phalanx starts movement around a pivot point to
complete a full wrapping. Same method can be applied to
n-phalanx finger [23]. However, accurate finger mechanism
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FIGURE 2. 2D (a) and 3D (b) designs of the underactuated finger.

analysis is required to calculate parameters for the passive
elements.

Utilizing the same principle, an underactuated finger
mechanism has been designed using SolidWorks
CAD software and is presented in Fig. 2. The finger consists
of two phalanges, two links, an extension spring and a worm
wheel. Note that the worm wheel and link 1 are rigidly
connected. The worm wheel transmits rotary motion to link 1
around its pivot point; subsequently link 1 transfers the
motion to link 2. The extension spring, shown in Fig. 2(a),
allows the finger to behave as a single rigid body during rotary
motion around the fixed pivot.When the first phalanx touches
an object, the force produced by an actuator extends the
spring which starts transferring motion to the second phalanx
only. Finally, the contact of both the phalanges with an object
concludes the finger closing sequence.

The surfaces of the finger components are flat so that the
printer support material can be removed manually without
great effort. All rotational joints of the finger are connected
via pivots with retaining rings at both sides, as shown
in Fig. 2(b). The pivot 3D models are supplied with the
gripper CAD model in the open-source gripper package and
can be used for manufacturing metal pivots using standard
machine shop facilities.

B. FINGER ANALYSIS
Grasping characteristics of the gripper can be modified
by setting various geometries of two actuation links of

FIGURE 3. Schematic model of the 2-DOF underactuated finger.

the fingers. For instance, changing the length of two actuation
links of the finger can result in various dynamic outputs of the
first and second phalanges.

Selection of an appropriate spring stiffness coefficient K
that defines actuation of the finger’s second phalange is
based on the kinematic analysis of the underactuated finger
mechanism. The schematic model of the finger is presented
in Fig. 3. The quasi-static equilibriummodelling of the finger
is defined as follows. By equating the input and the output
virtual powers [13], the following expression is derived

tTωa = f T v, (1)

where t is the input torque vector, ωa is the velocity vector,
f is the vector of contact wrenches, and v is the vector
containing the twist of the contact points [28], defined as

t =
[

Ta
T2 = −K4θ2

]
; ωa =

[
θ̇1
θ̇2

]
; (2)

f =
[
ζ1◦

ζ2◦

]
; v =

[
ξ1
ξ2

]
. (3)

Here, Ta denotes the actuation wrench, K is the spring
stiffness, θ̇i is the first derivative of phalange i = 1, 2 joint
angles. Row vectors ζi◦ =

[
mz f xi f yi

]
for i = 1, 2, are

obtained from the corresponding three-dimensional wrench
vectors ζi =

[
f xi f yi mz

]
by writing the moment mz of

the force axis about the platform center before the force
unit vector fi =

[
f xi f yi

]
[29]. ξi =

[
ωz ϑ

x
i ϑ

y
i

]
is the

three-dimensional vector for planar twist.
Substitution of eq. (2) and eq. (3) into eq. (1) yields

[
Ta − K4θ2

]
·

[
θ̇1
θ̇2

]
=

[
ζ1◦ ζ2◦

]
·

[
ξ1
ξ2

]
, (4)

from where by equating two matrices from each side the
following equation is obtained

Taθ̇a1 − K4θ2 · θ̇2 = ζ1 ◦ ·ξ1 + ζ2 ◦ ·ξ2 (5)

Thus, the stiffness of the spring can be expressed as

K =
Taθ̇1 − ζ1 · ◦ξ1 − ζ2 ◦ ·ξ2

4θ2 · θ̇2
(6)

and is used to select appropriate spring for selected
finger configuration defined mainly by the actuator
characteristics Ta and desired fingertip rotational displace-
ment 4θ2 and its derivative θ̇2.
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FIGURE 4. 2D (a) and 3D (b) sketches of the gear train design for
one finger.

C. GEAR TRAIN DESIGN
The three fingers in the gripper are actuated by a single
actuator using a gear train transmission system. The
2D and 3D representations of the single finger actuation is
shown in Fig. 4. A servo actuator is fixed on the base and
drives the directly connected worm gear. The worm transfers
rotational motion to the set of worm wheels, which are
connected to each finger.

All three fingers are driven simultaneously from
their initial position. Usage of the worm gear ensures
non-backdriveability of the finger actuation mechanism.

The set of two worm wheels are placed in a way that allows
adjustment of the rotational speed and torque transferred
to a finger by changing the gear ratios within the given
distance between gear rotational axes. Researchers can also
change the actuator and set up custom gear train speed/torque
ratio depending on their need without modifying the overall
gripper design.

Due to possible limitations in producing strong and precise
miniature parts that can be caused by the low resolution
of a low-cost desktop 3D printer and/or printing material
properties, the gear train design utilizes a minimal number
of small size parts. The worm gear and the worm wheels
for the open-source gripper prototype are designed to allow
easy manufacturing that is achieved with high gear tooth
module number. However, it is possible to easily replace the
present gears with different variants depending on custom
gripper requirements. More advanced additive manufacturing
technology or equipment, and/or of-the-shelf metal gear
components can be used instead to design amore durable gear
train with smaller gears if required.

D. GRIPPER ASSEMBLY
The presented three finger robotic gripper consists of the
three 2-DOFs underactuated fingers, a base, a palm, a gear
train set and an actuator. The fingers are attached in a circular
way with 120 degrees between each other. This allows the
wormwheels of the fingers to be driven from a single actuator
via the actuating worm as illustrated in Fig. 5. This type of
the finger placement is preferable for grasping spherical or
cylindrical objects of different sizes.

The CAD model of the proposed open-source robotic
gripper and its 3D-printed assembled prototype are presented
in Fig. 6. The prototype main structures are manufactured
using the UP Plus 3D printer [30] with acrylonitrile butadiene
styrene (ABS) plastic, whereas soft rubber printing material
are used for producing fingertip, phalange and palm covers.
ABS is a strong, durable production-grade thermoplastic
used across many industries, and it is an ideal material for
conceptual prototyping [31]. An additional off-the-shelf
component, a Dynamixel MX-28 servomotor [32], is used
as an actuator for the robotic gripper prototype that eliminates
necessity for complex electronic circuits and encoders
implementing motor position control. Control of the
servomotor can be performed directly from MATLAB or
C/C++ programming environments as well as using the
Robot Operating System (ROS) [33], that provide easy
and straightforward integration of the gripper with other
robotic research and educational setups. The output torque
of the servomotor is 2.5 Nm at 12V power supply
voltage.

The exploded assembly view of the gripper design is
presented in Fig. 7. The actuator is mounted using bolts on
a base with a circular shape and flat bottom. The base shape
and attachment holes for mounting the gripper can be further
created in a CAD program or easily drilled depending on
robotic arm used. The worm is fixed to the actuator’s output
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FIGURE 5. Arrangement of worm wheels connected to the actuating
worm in 2D (a) and 3D (b) views.

shaft at one side and to the palm at the other end. The worm
axis is coincident with the symmetry axis of the gripper palm.
The three fingers are fixed to the palm via pivots (shafts) with
retaining rings and rotate about their pivot points. The palm
and the base are connected to each other via three aluminium
standoffs fixed by bolts from both sides. The standoffs with
various length can be used to accommodate alternative gear
trains. The palm and the fingers have spacings for thin rubber
cushions. These outer cushions are designed for reducing
slippery between the gripper and a grasping object and can
be 3D-printed using any rubber-like material. If needed, the
cushions can be replaced by tactile sensors with minor
modification of the finger and palm designs. The overall
weight of the gripper with current configuration
is 500 grams.

TABLE 1. Bill of materials for the open-source 3D-printed gripper.

The bill of materials for the gripper is given in Table 1.
It includes the list of the gripper elements with quantity,
cost and source information needed to estimate the overall
cost of the gripper prototype. Rough calculations show
that the overall cost of the gripper prototype should not
exceed USD $400 which makes the gripper manufacturing
very attractive in terms of the cost comparing to similar
commercial grippers with the price of about several
thousands USD. The 3D-printed part’s cost is calculated in
accordance with their weight. All calculations in Table 1 are
made with assumption that one kilogram of the ABS plastic
costs about USD $40. Recent development of desktop
3D printers like the used UP Plus 3D printer [30] with the
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FIGURE 6. Three finger gripper CAD assembly model (a) and its 3D-printed prototype (b).

FIGURE 7. Exploded assembly view of the open-source three-finger gripper.

price less than USD $1700 [30], make the overall cost of
setting up basic rapid prototyping facilities accessible to most
academic institutions [4]. The metallic shafts are produced at

machine shop using turning and milling machines. Actuator,
screws, nuts and standoff are commercially available at
manufacturer web-sites and can be easily purchased.
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FIGURE 8. Grasping of different objects using the open-source 3D-printed gripper prototype.

III. GRASPING PERFORMANCE
The effective grasping of objects with different shapes and
sizes is one of the important gripper design requirements.
The proposed 3D-printed gripper prototype ensures adaptive
passive grasping and full wrapping of grasping objects.
Figure 8 illustrates the performance of the gripper in grasping
a number of objects with different shapes. As shown in
the figure during the grasping of an egg shaped ball
all the three gripper fingers and their phalanges move
as single rigid bodies and their passive elements are not
active.

On the other hand, the springs in each finger provide the
second DOF when grasping a spherical shaped ball: as all
the first phalanges of the fingers touch the ball, the second
phalanges envelop the object and complete grasping. The
same grasping pattern is observed in grasping short
cylindrical objects such as a bearing block.

Small objects are normally grasped by second phalanges
or finger tips only, performing the spherical pinch
grasp.

Executing grasping of complex shape objects with strong
asymmetric geometry, all the three fingers wrap of the
object with different degree of bending depending on the
object shape. For example, in the case of grasping of a cup
and a joystick objects, one finger moves as a single rigid
body while the others actuate the second DOF and envelop
the object. Thus, it is shown the gripper can successfully

grasp objects with different shapes and sizes and can used
with further customisation for research and educational
purposes.

The maximum gripping force at the tip of the robotic
gripper prototype has been experimentally estimated as 9 N.
However, due to non-backdriveability of the gripper actuating
mechanism, the gripper fingers may resist much larger forces
that they actually exert [34].

IV. GRIPPER PLATFORM MODIFICATION
The simple design of the proposed open-source 3D-printed
gripper platform can be easily customized for research and
educational purposes. For instance, to provide an adaptive
passive object grasping an underactuated three finger robotic
gripper should actuate fingers independently from each other.
In general, the underactuation principle between the fingers
can be achieved using differential mechanisms. Various
differential actuation mechanisms between fingers, such as
gear differentials, linkage seesaw differentials, and pulley
differentials can be applied [19], [35]. Gear differential
mechanisms result to relatively high space requirements
whereas linkage seesaw and pulley differential systems have
payload capacity limitations. Previously, a novel breakaway
clutch mechanism was presented in [36] to accomplish
enveloping grasping of a three finger end effector.
Underactuation between the fingers can also be provided by
an one-input/three-output differential as proposed in [37].
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FIGURE 9. 2D model of breakaway clutch mechanism (a) and a 3D-printed adaptive gripper prototype (b).

A. ADAPTIVE GRIPPER WITH A BREAKAWAY
CLUTCH MECHANISM
To demonstrate easiness of modification and add adaptivity
to the open-source gripper platform the authors have
proposed a modified gripper platform with a breakaway
clutch mechanism that provides underactuation between
fingers. The detailed presentation of the breakaway clutch
mechanism is outlined in [38]. The architecture of the
breakaway clutch mechanism for a single finger consists of
two helical gears, a worm wheel, a worm and a compression
spring and is shown in Fig. 9. As all the three fingers of the
adaptive gripper are driven by a single actuator, the actuation
is transmitted from the actuator to the fingers through a series
of gears. To achieve the full wrapping of an object, the
underactuation principle is used between the individual
fingers for providing maximum grasp contact. If a finger
is blocked by contacting with an object, other fingers still
move to complete their closing sequence. This is achieved
due to presence of the driven helical gear that is able to
slide along its vertical axis while rotating, thus disconnecting
the blocked finger from the driving helical gear wheel. Note
that the modified gripper platform now contains two springs
that should be accurately chosen in order to activate proper
underactuation.

All three fingers of the robotic gripper are pivoted to
the palm in a way that allows executing the grasping
configurations without changing orientations of the finger
bases. The main grasping patterns of the modified robotic
gripper can be summarized to three main configurations:
cylindrical, spherical and planar [39], as illustrated in Fig. 10.
Fig. 11 illustrates the performance of the 3D-printedmodified
gripper prototype while grasping a number of objects with
different shapes. It can be seen that the gripper fingers are able
to adapt to the shapes of the grasped objects. For instance,

FIGURE 10. Main grasping configurations with the finger layout of the
adaptive robotic gripper.

the cylindrical grasping pattern is achieved by holding an
object with two fingers situated opposite to each other,
whereas the third finger ensures the grasp stability. This
prevents unstable grasps and allows gripping cylindrical
objects without prior knowledge of their center of mass.
During spherical grasping fingers adapt to the shape of the
object and fully envelope it. Planar grasping is performed at
tip phalanxes using all three fingers, while fingertip grasp
uses only two fingers for picking up small objects, which is
not available in the original gripper platform. The video of the
adaptive gripper performance is available at (www.alaris.kz).

B. DIFFERENTIAL GEAR MECHANISM
As an alternative option, the gripper platform may be
modified to accommodate differential mechanisms. Similar
to [37], the authors suggest to employ one input/two output
differential gear mechanisms that can actuate two fingers
independently. All three gripper fingers can be actuated
through series connection of two differential gears.
A conventional spur gear differential is formed from
two equivalent coaxial epicyclic gear trains assembled with
a gear cage such that their planet gears are engaged.
The authors have designed an example of the modified
one input/two output differential gear mechanism that also
uses the cage as a carrier (i.e. input) as illustrated in Fig. 12.
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FIGURE 11. Grasping of different objects by the 3D-printed adaptive
gripper prototype: (a) Cylindrical grasp. (b) Spherical grasp. (c) Planar
grasp. (d) Fingertip grasp. (e) High payload, large shape grasp.
(f) Low payload, small shape grasp.

FIGURE 12. Rendered isometric and exploded views of the proposed
differential gear mechanism.

The mechanism coaxial outputs are located on one side of
the cage. The motion is applied to the gear cage which
works as a carrier, i.e. the gear input. This design employs
simple mechanical parts, which can be easily manufactured
in a machine shop or 3D-printed and be embedded into the
gripper platform without large efforts. The CAD model of
the presented differential gear is available on request from
the paper authors.

V. CONCLUSION
This paper presents the design of an open-source 3D-printed
underactuated robotic gripper platform for research and
educational purposes. The use of the 3D printing technology
to manufacture the gripper prototype ensures its low cost

of production comparing to similar commercially available
robotic end effectors. The gripper design model and its
experimental prototype are introduced and discussed in
detail. In addition, possible modifications of the gripper
platform, i.e. an underactuated adaptive gripper with
breakaway clutch mechanism and a differential gear
mechanism, are briefly presented. It is shown that the the
presented robotic gripper with one actuator meets the design
objectives in terms of: a) a simple mechanical structure of
the gripper due to usage of a four-bar linkage mechanical
system for finger design and a single actuation; b) a low
cost due to utilizing of a single off-the-shelf actuator and
3D printing technologies; c) relatively high payload
comparable with similar size tendon driven robotic end
effectors.

The 3D model of the gripper is created using the
SolidWorks CAD software and is available for
downloading from the authors’ research lab website
(www.alaris.kz). Similar to [19], the open-source gripper
platform aims to overcome constraint of the rigid, closed
designs of existing robotic end effectors. The simple
three finger robotic gripper CADmodel released open-source
for public use would allow researchers modifying the design
for both the research and educational purposes. For instance,
to facilitate research on autonomous grasping of different
shape objects, sensing elements such as tactile sensors for
force feedback capabilities and a depth camera for object
recognition can be embedded into the gripper platform.
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